ENHANCED REPORTING AND
ALERTING WITH 1010DATA’S
METRIC INSIGHTS INTEGRATION
1010data’s Big Data Discovery platform and Metric Insights’ Push
Intelligence capabilities combined into one powerful solution
delivered straight to your inbox

ADVANCED EXCEPTION-DRIVEN
REPORTING
With 1010data and Metric Insights, all your analysis
is exception-driven. You know exactly when and
where you need to take a closer look at the data. You

granular supporting data to uncover deeper insights.
Insights are delivered through any device including
desktop, tablet, mobile and wearables.

INTUITIVE VISUALIZATION

can schedule interactive reports to be pre-run and

With Metric Insights and 1010data, you can always

automatically distributed straight to your inbox when

present data in the most intuitive way. On a single report,

the latest data is available, or just before your team’s

you can mix and match the graph and chart types that

daily or weekly meeting. You can also set push-based

make the most sense for your data. From simple line

alerts that notify you of statistically significant events in

charts to pie charts, 3-D pyramids, funnels, bubble

the data or when KPIs meet predefined thresholds.

graphs, box-and-whiskers and more – rendered as full
size visualizations or microcharts – you can do it all.

BEAUTIFUL REPORTING ON ANY DEVICE
The joint solution between Metric Insights and 1010data

SEAMLESS COLLABORATION

enables you to create beautiful visual analyses that

The best business decisions are made when you can

present the most relevant KPIs to every decision maker

collaborate with your expert colleagues. 1010data Big

in your business. Users can drill down to the most

Data Discovery ensures that everyone’s working with
a “single version of the truth” so there’s never any
disagreement about the numbers. Metric Insights allows
you to comment on, annotate, and easily share your
analyses so you can collect the best thinking from every
member of your team.

TIGHT INTEGRATION
The integration between 1010data and Metric Insights
is totally seamless and fully supported. You can control
everything from analytics in 1010data to visualization
Mix and match among the visualizations that best represent your
data and enable the most efficient and effective business decisions.
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in Metric Insights using 1010data’s powerful XML
macrocode query language.

